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Journey 
Past Present Future 

 
The theme of my Mini Study is Journey. I am fascinated by the meaning of this word, 
especially in relation to Past, Present and Future. Who we feel we are, our identity 
moulded by our past, being drawn into the future though the pull of life and all our 
aspirations is centred by the only thing that we ever truly own, the present moment. 
 
 

Overview 
 
Choreography 
 

‘There are fundamentally only two kinds of paths possible, straight or curved.’ 
(Haselbach, 1971, p.67) 
 

Straight and curved pathways have engaged me when thinking about how to use the 
space for my study. Furthermore, straight, angular movements and curved, circular 
movements have been the movement qualities that have inspired my choreography. 

When communicating with my dancers, I connected curved, circular movements 
with the concept of the ‘Past’. The swirling flow of memory that can transport us from a 
childhood recollection to something that happened only minutes before has, for me, a 
very circular quality. There is no beginning or end, the past is not linear. 

In contrast, when discussing ideas for the ‘Future’ with my dancers, I connected 
straight lines and angular, erect movements with this concept. The thought of our 
direction and aspirations drawing us into the future, being focused on goals and 
achievements can often feel linear and direct in quality. 

Interestingly, in order to perform an angular movement in dance, our bones and 
muscles move through many spiral dynamic relationships. Therefore, circular and 
angular movements are intrinsically connected through the rotational nature of our 
bodies. They are connected within the ‘Present’ moment of the movement.  
 
Composition 
 
A solo voice begins my Mini Study. My vocal piece grew very organically from an 
improvisational process and my hope is that there is a searching, longing quality to the 
melody. The lyrics for my song are based around 'Hey Yo’ and other vowel sounds that I 
explore to build intensity. The song is built up over phrases of eight bars and there is a 
section for frantic whispering through fabric frames. 
 Musically, my study continues with ‘Outside’, my composition for marimba, 
violin and clarinet. This year I have been listening to minimalist music and Zimbabwean 
mbira music. I am also interested in West African xylophone music. I enjoy listening to 
repeated melodic and rhythmic patterns in music, not only, because of the musical drive 
and direction created through ostinato, but also, because of the circular, meditative 
quality that is felt after listening to this music for some time.    

In my composition ‘Outside’, I have combined an ostinato on the marimba with a 
flowing, legato melody for violin and clarinet. I feel that the repeated melodic ostinato in 
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the marimba part creates a feeling of drive through the piece. Furthermore, the clear 
change to a dotted rhythm in the middle of the marimba part, hopefully, adds intensity 
to the feeling of moving forward.  

 
‘Hey Yo’ 

 
 
Composition and Choreography 
 

 
 
My study begins with five dancers - Maria, Candy, Perttu, Juan and Kostas positioned in 
the back left-hand corner of the stage. They are facing the diagonal front right-hand 
corner of the stage where I am positioned for singing. The inspiration is that the dancers 
are gravitating towards me using a combination of circular, rotating movements and 
straight, angular movements in locomotion. We explored both movement qualities 
together as improvisational activities during our rehearsals. Furthermore, we thought 
about straight and curved pathways. During this phrase there are two moments of 
unison, as indicated on the score. For the unison moments, the dancers extend their 
arms behind their bodies with straight fingers. The idea is to create a resistance within 
the body, the torso of the body is being pulled forward while the arms and hands are 
resisting. The final position for the dancers is a trio formation (Perttu, Maria and Candy) 
and a duet formation (Kostas and Juan). 
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The trio between Perttu, Maria and Candy and the duet between Kostas and Juan was 
developed through the idea of starting and stopping within improvisation. Even when 
you feel frozen or ‘stuck’ in time, this is always contrasted by the movement of other 
people. Life continues as normal and this propels us into the moment. 
 

 
 
The movement sequence of ‘Rotation, Melting, Stretching and Rising’ is an exploration 
of circular and angular movement qualities over an extended phrase. These movement 
words were explored individually during the improvisational process. For the 
choreography, there is a combination of dancers exploring the movement qualities of 
these words through isolated body parts and full body. Different spatial levels and 
tempo are also incorporated.  

From this section, the dancers then walk to the back of the stage and on their 
backs slide down stage to where fabric frames are positioned. They slide in straight, 
parallel pathways. 
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As each dancer pushes their face forward, through the fabric of their frame, they will 
frantically speak words, in their mother tongue, that are connected to the theme of 
‘Journey – Past, Present, Future’. The distortion of the face through the fabric conveys 
the blurry pull and uncertainty that we can sometimes feel towards the future. 

As Juan, Kostas, Perttu and Candy retreat with their frames to their instruments, 
Maria and I move to the centre of the stage.  

 

‘Outside’ 

 
 
The marimba ostinato begins ‘Outside’. It drives Maria and I as we dance across two 
spatial levels. Maria’s floor sequence incorporates the upper body being drawn from the 
floor to sitting; the hands reaching outwards; full body rotation and half body rotation 
into standing. There is a smooth, flowing quality to the floor sequence which contrasts 
with my movements which are sharper and more direct in quality. I combine sharp 
attacks to the floor, to the back, front and side with circular rotations through the torso 
and pelvis. The introductory section concludes with an abrupt four beat silence where 
Maria and I look to each other for our first moment of unison. 
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After the silence, the marimba continues with the same melodic ostinato but to a dotted 

rhythm and the violin and clarinet join the composition. The violin and clarinet melody 

is developed over three legato phrases. This is accompanied by a unison movement 

duet. The intention is for Maria and I to mirror the smooth phrases with soft, sweeping, 

circular movements. I considered augmentation and diminution when developing this 

part of the choreography. Furthermore, during the improvisational process, Maria and I 

explored possibilities in relation to opening out, stretching and the curling up of the 

body. The unison section concludes with another four beats of silence before the 

marimba propels us into running. The running semiquavers of the marimba are 

mirrored by Maria and I running in square pathways.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have one point of contact at the front of the stage and then a final point of contact as 

we meet in the centre of the stage. My piece concludes with a moment of gentle 

togetherness as Maria and I melt to the floor. The marimba accompanies us to the end of 

our choreography but the music does not sound finished because the theme of ‘Journey 

– Past, Present, Future’ is not complete, it continues on. 

 

Reference: 

Haselbach, B. (1971) Dance Education – Basic principles and models for Nursery and 

Primary School. Schott & Co. Ltd., London, England. 

N.B – The clarinet part, in the score, is written at concert pitch. 

 

 

  

   
 

   
 


